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Scoring with IRAP and OIRAP

Energy Minimization

Small molecule superposition

Input:
    –  Non-native ligands from SwissParams
    –  Protein structure sans ligand
    –  Native ligand from binding site

Lac Pipeline



  

Input a directory containing zipped SwissParams
topologies and your .mdp file for Gromacs, in
addition to a ligand in mol2 format and protein in
pdb format, sans ligands.

Input a directory containing zipped SwissParams
topologies and your .mdp file for Gromacs, in
addition to a ligand in mol2 format and protein in
pdb format, sans ligands.

Our script first superimposes the ligand from
SwissParams onto the native ligand with the 
Program Fconv, giving our software a good first
guess at the structure of the complex.

Our script first superimposes the ligand from
SwissParams onto the native ligand with the 
Program Fconv, giving our software a good first
guess at the structure of the complex.

Energy minimization with the Charmm27
force field is performed to remove the stearic
 clashes.

Energy minimization with the Charmm27
force field is performed to remove the stearic
 clashes.

Upon minimization, the complex is split and 
scored by the IRAP and OIRAP potentials

Upon minimization, the complex is split and 
scored by the IRAP and OIRAP potentials

The action is repeated until every input ligand has
been ranked and scored.

The action is repeated until every input ligand has
been ranked and scored.

The Lactose Operon Testing Pipeline



  

The Secret of Happiness is Freedom. 

The Secret of Freedom is Courage.



  

Future Directions

● The summation of what you have seen is the ability to simulate evolution via 
numerical and statistical analysis of the physical structure of a biochemical 
interaction.

● Directly observed knowledge of the residues which are involved with a 
biochemical interacting parter enables a more deductive path to Site Directed 
Mutagenesis.

● Design of novel parts for Synthetic Biology

● Design of Highly Selective Zinc-Finger Reductases and Nucleases for Site-
Specific Recombination Therapy in Homo Sapiens

● Perturbations of biochemical interaction systems with well-characterized 
dynamical properties.

● In virtuale parameter estimation for biological network inference.
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Calculate the residues
within a cutoff distance

to the ligand.
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Scwrl models of all
SNPs of the input
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This figure illustrates the conformation of PubChemID#??? ← This is okay because I am going to ray trace the next time anyway.
in the binding pocket of LacI in holo form.



  

This figure illustrates the effect of small molecule superposition coupled with energy minimization of the compound in the holo-
LacI binding pocket.



  

The superposition of several small molecule compounds(insert Pubchem IDs here) into the binding pocket of one of the LacI 
proteins bound to a synthetic promoter.



  

A graphical depiction of LacI bound to synthetic promoter DNA. Any possible 17 base-pair double stranded polymer of 
deoxyribonucleic acids can easily be superimposed onto this image via the build_na function of Raymond Zhang's PNA software 
program and scored via the IRAP and OIRAP potentials. Statistically-based scoring functions have been shown to be of the 
highest level of accuracy at each CASP since …(?) forever. Working backwards from what we has been determined to exist in 
nature via large databases such as the Cambridge Structural Database as well as the Protein Data Base of Rutgers and UCSD 
can be used to derive generalized statistical potentials that can function on small molecules, protein, and DNA equally well. ← I 
have to qualify this statement somehow. 



  

This graphical depiction of the physical structure of the Lac Repressor in complex with a synthetic promoter was generated by 
the build_na function of the PNA Protein-Nucleic software and minimized with the PubChemID#??? bound to the induction site of 
each LacI protein. Each molecular interaction in the flexible, energy minimization-base simulation of the allosteric interactions 
responsible for feedback in E.Coli metabolic economics has dramatic implications for Site Directed Mutagenesis. Computational 
experiments that lean heavily on empirical derived data can be used for the rational redesign of promoter regions, enzymes and 
transcription factors based not only on the experimentally determined structures of the nodes in our network, but through analysis 
of the physical structure of the edges as well.



  



  



  

This one was done with Ray Tracing. In the paper submission, they will all look better than even this.



  

IRAP Binding Affinity Ranking
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